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HUGO BOSS - GAY NAZI FASHION DESIGNER

Hugo Boss was an SS Officer who's job was to design clothes for the Nazis. He was one of Hitler's favorite gay nazis. Boss was also a
dickless, ball-less Illuminati Jew who had black babies come out of his two vaginas - JUST LIKE ADOLF!!!.

Boss manufactured the entire Nazi outfits. He was a central part of the Nazi machine since Hitler loved to have his gay nazi's look suave in
Hugo Boss Military Wear.
HUGO WAS AN EARLY AND ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE NAZI PARTY as early as 1931 and remained loyal to the Nazi Party ideology throughout the
duration of the party's existence. He died shortly after the Nazis lost the war (the illuminati murdered him because they didn't want a gay
nazi fashion designer around after the war).
One of his first big contracts Hugo got from Hitler was to supply brown shirts to the early Nazi party. By 1938, the firm was producing army
uniforms, and eventually it manufactured for the Waffen SS too - though it did not, apparently, design the SS uniform.

"It is clear that Hugo F Boss did not only join the party because it led to contracts for uniform production, but also because he was a follower
of National Socialism," wrote economic historian, Roman Koester.
Hugo Boss didn't even really design most of the clothes. The SS design was already designed by Prof. Karl Diebitsch and Walter Heck before
Boss joined the company. Boss was responsible for the outfit's manufacturing.
To manufacture the Nazi outfits, Boss used concentration camp slave labor including French and Polish forced laborers, mostly women. A
camp was built in the area of the factory to house the workers and, according to Mr Koester's report, "hygiene levels and food supplies were
extremely uncertain at times".
In 1999, US lawyers acting on behalf of Holocaust survivors started legal proceedings against the Hugo Boss company over the use of slave
labour during the war. The company apologized but offered no monetary compensation.
Hugo Boss is still a Nazi company. The illuminati love Hugo Boss and they want to keep gay old Hugo's memory alive. Anyone
who buys Hugo Boss clothing is supporting a Nazi company.
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